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Oltrepò Pavese is the extreme south point of the Lombardy region, in the Province 

of Pavia, lying south of the river Po. It is roughly triangular in shape, like a kind of 

compact grape bunch attached to a cane, represented by the great river Po. 

The base part of this “bunch” is flat land and therefore discarded as being 

unsuitable for vine growing, as is the top part because it is excessively 

mountainous. All of the remaining central part is the undisputed hilly kingdom, with 

sometimes gentle but often steep slopes, that is Oltrepò’s winemaking area: a land 

where man has grown vines and made wine since the dawn of time. 

The Oltrepò territory • #1





The 13,500 hectares of vineyards make Oltrepò Pavese one of the 
most Italy’s largest appellations. 

In this infinite sea of vineyards there are several different varieties but 
the unquestioned prince is Pinot Noir: with a surface area of about 
3,000 hectares it is the largest area in Italy dedicated to this variety.

The Oltrepò territory • #2



“Terre d’Oltrepò” means “lands/properties beyond the river PO.” 
  
River Po is the main Italian river running from Monviso, a pick of 
3,841m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to the Adriatic sea.  

This is the river of the main Italian plain “pianura Padana.”

The Oltrepò territory • #3



Terre d’Oltrepò is a corporation established in 2008 by the merging of two 
wineries, Cantina di Casteggio and Cantina di Broni.  
Casteggio & Broni are two small towns very close each other. Cantina di 
Casteggio is a cooperative established in 1907 by a hundred grape-growers in 
order to create a unique wine making centre that would act as the sole 
representative of this powerful group.  
After the first world war, Cantina di Casteggio begins its expansion by buying 
SVIC (Italian Wine Society Casteggio), well-known for sparkling wines. 
In those years, the hectolitres of wine produced were about 30.000 (4,000,000 
bottles). 

The Wineries • #4



1905 poster featuring the  

SVIC DE LUXE WINES 

SVIC=  

Società Vinicola  Italiana  Casteggio



Thanks to the merging of Casteggio and Broni wineries, the latter 
established in 1960 - with 900 grape growers, which in many instances 
own large plots of 25 acres, the potential production increased to 54 
million bottles – 45,000 tons of grapes. 
The territory is known for the production of “in bottle” fermentation, 
“classic method,” of sparkling wines made with Pinot Nero.

The Wineries today• #5



Casteggio
Broni

Santa Maria della Versa

Our Cellars

In 1907 a portion of local growers of Oltrepò Pavese founded the 

Cantina di Casteggio, a cellar well known worldwide for its Gran 

Spumante SVIC Extradry. The aim of the cellar was to bring together the 

wine growers of the area and to produce quality wines that could be 

recognized worldwide.

In 1960 a group of wine growers of Oltrepò 

Pavese, pushed by the ideal composition of the 

soil, started a new adventure by establishing the 

Cantina Sociale Intercomunale di Broni. Their 

intuition turned out to be a good deal inasmuch 

the cellar kept and is still growing nowadays, 

exporting its wines all around the world.

La Versa was founded on the 21st of May 1905 by Cesare Gustavo 

Faravelli, along with the first associates, in order to produce premium 

quality wines that would express at its best the characteristics of the 

grape varieties of Oltrepò Pavese. La Versa is still a guarantee, especially 

in matter of sparkling wines. 



The soil is different from the plain to the hills. The flat area close to the Po river is 

sandy and clay-like, while the soil on the hills is rich of clay, limestone and marl. 

The territory has always been considered ideal for viticulture, because of its 

pedological and territorial characteristics as well as its climate. 

The climate of the Oltrepò Pavese area is affected by the presence of the Apennines, 

which form an obstacle against the mitigating actions of the sea. It has the typical 

nature of the continental climate with cold winters and warm summers. 

The distribution of the rainfall is similar in the three altimetrical zones, in which the 

territory is divided: the higher part of the hills, the middle part and the lower part. The 

maximum intensity of the rainfall takes place in Spring and in Autumn. 

The average yearly temperature in the territory is about 12° Celsius (54° F)

The Terroir of Oltrepò Pavese







Oltrepò Pavese, the agricultural soul of Lombardy



Terre d’Oltrepò • the growth

Pinot Noir

Croatina

Barbera 

Pinot grigio

Riesling

Moscato

Chardonnay

Cabernet 

Malvasia

Sauvignon

Varietals Metric tons

14.000

13.000

6.000

7.600

6.700

4.000

1.500

410

200

113

2018 harvest varietals composition in Metric tons



Barbera

Croatina

Moscato

RieslingPinot Nero

Pinot Grigio

Uva Rara

Red varieties that are grown:  
Pinot Nero, Coratina, Uva Rara, 
Barbera, and Carbernet Sauvignon.  

White varieties that are grown: 
Pinot Grigio, Riesling, Moscato, 
Chardonnay, Malvasia, and 
Sauvignon Blanc. 

Oltrepò Pavese grapes varieties



Vitigno: Pinot Grigio Grape varietal: Pinot Grigio

Sistema di allevamento: Guyot tradizionale Training system: Guyot 

Tipo di terreno: argilloso - calcareo Soil type: argillaceous – calcareous 

 Annata: ultima vendemmia Vintage: last harvest

Affinamento: acciaio Ageing: stainless steel

Alcol: 12% vol. Alcohol: 12% vol.

Occhio: colore giallo delicato, scarico, limpido Color: delicate and pale clean yellow tones

Naso: profumi fruttati che si aprono verso note 

più marcatamente floreali

Aroma: fruit perfumes that open towards a more 

strong floral notes

Bocca: gusto delicato, sapido ma deciso Taste: delicate flavour, piquant but strong

Abbinamenti gastronomici: un bianco polivalente 

per tutte le occasioni, ottimo anche come 

aperitivo

Food pairings: a white wine for all dishes , it is 

excellent, also, like aperitif 

Temperatura di servizio: 12°C Serving temperature: 53°F

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to 
the Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain. “pianura 
Padana”.  “Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top 
Lombardy towns [it is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical 
heritage. It is located where the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in 
that area, where the hills are rising up to the point of becoming the 
Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò Pavese wine zone.

Oltrepò Pavese DOC PINOT GRIGIO



Pinot  Nero (or Pinot Noir) is the most grown grape variety in Oltrepò Pavese. It is an 
historical variety of this territory. Actually, the large presence of Pinot Nero in this 
area is due to the “discovery” in the 19th century of  its adaptability in this territory for 
the production of in-bottle fermented sparkling wines. It dates to 1870s the first 
production of 100% of this wine by Dr. Ing. Domenico Mazza of Codevilla.  The 
relative “cold” climate, similar to that one of Bourgogne, favors the “semi-maturation”  
of Pinot Nero suitable for its high acidity to make sparkling wines. This 
“physiological” territorial condition favored the development of a prosperous 
production of dry sparkling wines in Oltrepò and bottled in Piedmont by famous Asti 
Spumante producers and bottlers as Martini & Rossi, Gancia, Riccadonna, Cinzano 
and many others. And now there are some local producers, including LA VERSA of 
the Terre d’Oltrepò group, which excel producing outstanding Blanc-de-Noirs, 
bottled fermented “spumante.”  And actually there are also very good Charmat 
process sparling wines,  including the CRUASE’ produced by Terre d’Oltrepò. 

SpecificaIly this Pinot Nero White is obtained through a “white vinification,” and 
therefore with no contact of the skins with the juce. The fermentation takes place at 
18°C for 15 days.  Ideal as an aperitif and good accompaniment with fish, shell fish,  
and light dishes.  

Oltrepò Pavese DOC PINOT NERO - WHITE WINE

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to                                  
the Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain, “pianura 
Padana”.  “Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top 
Lombardy towns [it is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical 
heritage. It is located where the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in 
that area, where the hills are rising up to the point of becoming the 
Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò Pavese wine zone.



Vitigno: Barbera Grape varietal: Barbera

Sistema di allevamento: Guyot tradizionale Training system: Guyot 

Tipo di terreno: argilloso - calcareo Soil type: argillaceous – calcareous 

 Annata: ultima vendemmia Vintage: last vintage 

Affinamento: acciaio Ageing: stainless steel

Alcohol: 13% vol. Alcohol: 13% vol.

Occhio: colore rosso rubino violaceo Color: intense ruby red with violet tones

Naso: profumi intensi di frutti neri e delicate 

sfumature vinose

Aroma: intense perfume of black fruits and delicate 

vinous nuances

Bocca: un gusto giovane fruttato con sentore di 

mandorla
Taste: a young fruity taste with scent of almond 

Abbinamenti gastronomici: primi piatti con sughi 

di carne, carni aromatizzate

Food pairings: first dishes with meat sauces, 

aromatized meats  

Temperatura di servizio: 17-18°C Serving temperature: 62-64°F

Oltrepò Pavese DOC BARBERA

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to the 
Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain. “pianura Padana”.  
“Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top Lombardy towns 
[it is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical heritage. It is located 
where the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in that area, where the hills 
are rising up to the point of becoming the Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò 
Pavese wine zone.



Pinot Nero or Pinot Noir is the most grown grape variety in Oltrepò.  
See the chart of Pinot Nero White Wine to get a comprehensive understanding of its 
historical presence in this territory. 

The must ferments over the skins at controlled temperature of 25°C degrees for 3-4 
days.  After drawing off  from the marc, the juice completes the fermentation in thermo-
regulated stainless tanks. 

Its color is of pale ruby red and at the nose you can detect aromas of fresh fruits as 
cherry and raspberry.  At the palate this is a wine well balanced and pleasantly fresh.  
Serve it at 16°C. 

Serve with first dishes such as risotto or a rich soup; main courses with any kind of 
fish, rich salads, omelette du fromage, or veal.

Oltrepò Pavese DOC PINOT NERO

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian 
river running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western 
Alps to the Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain. 
“pianura Padana”.  “Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of 
the top Lombardy towns [it is a provincial capital] with extraordinary 
historical heritage. It is located where the river Ticino flows into the river 
Po.   Well, in that area, where the hills are rising up to the point of 
becoming the Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò Pavese wine zone.



Vitigno: Moscato Grape varietal: Moscato

Sistema di allevamento: Guyot tradizionale Training system: Guyot 

Tipo di terreno: argilloso - calcareo Soil type: argillaceous – calcareous 

 Annata: ultima vendemmia Vintage: last harvest 

Affinamento: acciaio  -  Fermentazione: mosto fermentato in autoclave fino al 

5.5% di alc. al fine di preservare i caratteristici aromi e gusti e con un residuo 

zuccherino del 10%. 

Ageing: stainless steel   The must is fermented in pressurized tanks up to 5.5% 

alcohol and stopping the fermentation at that point in order to preserve the 

optimum in terms of aroma & flavor  It is stopped dropping the temperature 

of the juice at 3-4 C° leaving a residual sugar of 10% 

Alcol: 5,5% vol. Alcohol: 5.5% vol.

Occhio: colore giallo paglierino carico Color: intense straw yellow color

Naso: profumo caratteristico con sentori di salvia e tea’ 

alla pesca

Aroma: characteristic perfume with sage and peach tea 

aromas

Bocca: gusto dolce e fruttato Taste: sweet and fruity taste

Abbinamenti gastronomici: ideale con la pasticceria 

seccha e i dolci in generale

Food pairings: dry pastry – cookies and pastries in general. 

An any occasion celebratory wine

Temperatura di servizio: 10°C Serving temperature: 50°F

Oltrepò Pavese IGT MOSCATO

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to 
the Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain. “pianura 
Padana”.  “Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top 
Lombardy towns [it is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical 
heritage. It is located where the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in 
that area, where the hills are rising up to the point of becoming the 
Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò Pavese wine zone.



Vitigno: 80% Croatina e 20% Uva Rara Grape varietal: Moscato

Sistema di allevamento: Guyot tradizionale Training system: Guyot 

Tipo di terreno: argilloso - calcareo Soil type: argillaceous – calcareous 

 Annata: ultima vendemmia Vintage: last harvest 

Affinamento: acciaio  -  dopo una prima fermentazione, il mosto viene rifermentato 

in autoclave fino al 7.5% di alc. Generando la CO2 che da’ al vino quella 

effervescenza piacevole allo squardo ed al palato e con un residuo zuccherino del 

9.5%. 

Ageing: stainless steel  - After a first fermentation, the must is refermented in 

pressurized tanks up to 7.5% alcohol Generating the CO2 that gives it that 

fizzyness pleasing both to the sight and the taste leaving a residual sugar of 9.5% 

Alcol: 7,5% vol. Alcohol: 7.5% vol.

Occhio: colore rosso rubino intenso Color: intense ruby red color

Naso: profumo caratteristico con sentori di ciliegia, e marasca in particolare Aroma: characteristic perfume of cherry and more specifically of bing cherry

Bocca: gusto dolce e fruttato Circa 1.8-2.0 atm di pressione e con meno di 3.92 
grammi di CO2 per 1000 millilitri 

Taste: fizzy, sweet and fruity taste About 1.8-2.0 atm of pressure and with less than 
3.92 grams of CO2 per 1000 millilitres.

Abbinamenti gastronomici: ideale con la pasticceria seccha e i dolci in generale. 
Apprezzabile con piatti “grassi”.

Food pairings: dry pastry – cookies and pastries in general. Can be enjoyed with 
“fat” rich dishes

Temperatura di servizio: 10°C Serving temperature: 50°F

The Croatina and Uva Rara grapes for this wine come 

from the vineyards in the communes of Cigognola, 

Pietra de' Giorgi, Canneto Pavese, Castana, Broni & 

Stradella.

Oltrepò Pavese DOC - SANGUE DI GIUDA

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to the 
Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain. “pianura Padana”.  
“Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top Lombardy towns [it 
is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical heritage. It is located where 
the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in that area, where the hills are 
rising up to the point of becoming the Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò 
Pavese wine zone.



Casteggio’s  Moscato – A Bright, light golden color. 0Very aromatic scent of 
sage, ripe apricots, honey and a slight minerality. Medium bodied, sweet and 
fruity with flavors of apricots and tangerine. Well balanced acidity and nice finish 
with layers of sweet and citrus fruit. Discover how a glass of Moscato will render 
your favorite desserts even more delicious!!

Casteggio’s  SANGUE DI GIUDA  (Judah's blood) name of the wine because of 
it's deep ruby red color, with purple hues just like blood!   The Judah's part of the 
story is a bit trickier... part local folklore – (i.e. legend) goes something like this: 
After Judah’s betrayal and hanging, Jesus forgave him and allowed Judah to 
come back on earth, specifically in the area of Oltrepò by the town of Broni. 
When the local farmers recognized him, they wanted to kill him, but they spared 
him when he helped to heal their vines that had been affected by a disease. In 
return, they named the grape after him. Another explanation is that this wine is a 
"traitor" because it is so delicious that you can get tempted without much effort. 
Regardless of what you like to believe, this wine is just incredibly delicious!

Croatina 80% & Uva Rara: 20%



RED SEMI-SWEET WINE SLIGHTLY FIZZY. 

THIS WINE IS MADE WITH A NATIVE GRAPE VARIETY - CROATINA -- 

GROWN IN OLTREPO PAVESE. 
Fermentation: After a first fermentation, the must is re-fermented in 
pressurized tanks up to 7.5% alcohol generating CO2 that gives the wine a 
very pleasant fizzy appearance and taste. 
COLOR: intense ruby red. 
AROMAS: vinous, of violets and prune jam. 
TASTE: deliciously  semi-sweet, splendid  vibrancy with hints of 
raspberries. 
FOOD PAIRINGS: Highly versatile.  A great  aperitif and equally splendid 
with tomato-based sauces,  with classic Italian dishes like spaghetti and  
“bollito misto.”   And also with desserts, pastries, fruit salad and spicy 
cheeses. 
Alcohol: 7.5% vol. – The fermentation is stopped dropping the temperature 
of the juice to 3-4 C° leaving a residual sugar of 9.5%. 
SERVING TEMPERATURE: 10°C = 50°F     -     ENJOY IT CHILLED!

We present here a SEMI-SWEET VERSION 

of Croatina. In general the wines from 

Croatina are described as dark in color, 

fruity, and (as Jancis Robinson puts it), 

"with a certain bite" to them. Sources 

seem to differ on its age worthiness, some 

saying it can benefit from bottle aging, 

others that it is intended to be drunk 

young; chances are that it depends on the 

particular bottling (riserva wines are aged 

24 months minimum, and are probably 

the more likely candidates for further 

cellaring). Comparisons with Dolcetto are 

sometimes made. 

Oltrepò Pavese - Provincia di Pavia IGT CROATINA

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to the 
Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain, “pianura Padana”.  
“Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top Lombardy towns [it 
is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical heritage. It is located where 
the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in that area, where the hills are 
rising up to the point of becoming the Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò 
Pavese wine zone.



Pinot Nero or Pinot Noir is the most grown grape variety in Oltrepò Pavese.  
See the chart of Pinot Nero White Wine to get a comprehensive understanding of its 
historical presence in this territory. 

The grapes are gently pressed and subsequently the skins remain in contact with the juice 
for 6-8 hours at cold temperature.  The fermentation follows  
In stainless steel tanks at 18°C for 15 days. 

Its color is pink and at the nose you will feel a gentle aroma of strawberry and raspberry.  
At the palate this is a fresh wine that goes well with light dishes, with desserts, fruit salads 
and ice cream.  Serve it at 12°C.

Oltrepò Pavese - DOC PINOT NERO - ROSATO WINE

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to the 
Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain. “pianura Padana”.  
“Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top Lombardy towns [it 
is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical heritage. It is located where 
the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in that area, where the hills are 
rising up to the point of becoming the Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò 
Pavese wine zone.



This wine is made with: Moscato (90%), Croatina (10%) – CROATINA – grown 
in Oltrepò  Pavese 

Fermentation: After a first fermentation, the must is re-fermented in pressurized 
tanks up to 9% alcohol generating CO2 that gives the wine a very pleasant fizzy 
appearance and taste 
COLOR: gentle pink color 
AROMAS: perfume of peach and raspberry 
TASTE: sweet and fruity, well balanced. Residual sugar: 85 g/l 
FOOD PAIRINGS: ideal with dry pastry and desserts 
SERVING TEMPERATURE: 10°C = 50°F 

Oltrepò Pavese - ROSATO WINE - Sweet Rosé Wine

“Oltrepò” means beyond the river PO.   River Po is the main Italian river 
running from Monviso, a pick of 3,841 m [12,601 ft] in the western Alps to the 
Adriatic sea.   This is the river of the main Italian plain. “pianura Padana”.  
“Pavese” is the adjective of  Pavia.   Pavia is one of the top Lombardy towns [it 
is a provincial capital] with extraordinary historical heritage. It is located where 
the river Ticino flows into the river Po.   Well, in that area, where the hills are 
rising up to the point of becoming the Apennines, you will be in the Oltrepò 
Pavese wine zone.



Casteggio wines by “color” sequence



Casteggio wines by “type” sequence



Production facilities in Broni 

(9 miles East of Casteggio)



“Vine growing and wine making in Oltrepo Pavese are part of an environment rich of 

history, culture, traditions as witnessed by the splendid monument s of Pavia.”



Sample extraction of grapes just harvested for 

few measurement, alcohol included



Probe used for extraction of grape samples



Unloading of grapes in the hopper



Grapes crusher



Battery of wine presses



Tanks of fermentation of must 



Tanks of fermentation of must 



 Loading of the marc destined for distillation 



Bottling line



Inserting of bottles in the shipping cartons



Inserting of bottles in the shipping cartons



Pallets ready to be shipped



Bottles ready to go through the sparkling process 



Gyro pallets used for the production of  “Metodo Classico”  
CRUASE’, a prestigious rosé sparkling wine



Gyro pallets used for the production of  “Metodo Classico”  
CRUASE’, a prestigious rosé sparkling wine



Bottles ready for disgorgement



Ready to be bottled



Area open to the local consumers for filling up their demijohn or flasks of several wines


